Southeast Public Safety Training Conference
November 11-15, 2019
Pensacola Beach, Florida

- Kinesic® Interview Level I & II  Nov 11-15
- Intro to Fire Investigations Nov 11-12
- Hostage Negotiations  Nov 11-12
- Death Scene Investigations Nov 11-13
- Marine Fire Investigations  Nov. 13-15
- Leadership for First Line Supervisors  Nov 13-15
- Child Death Investigations Nov 14-15

Hilton Pensacola Beach
Room Rates Start at $109/night
850-916-2999   Group Code: CPS

Register online at:
www.cartersonpublicsafety.com
Email: training@cartersonpublicsafety.com
Phone: 866-401-9330
Practical Kinesic Interviewing and Interrogation® -
Level 1 & 2
November 11 - 15, 2019•Pensacola Beach, Florida

Instructor: Stan Walters

Stan is known as “The Lie Guy®”, he has appeared on ABC, CBS, CNN, Fox News, NBC, France Channel One, and Australia Today. He been profiled twice on National Geographic and was host / technical adviser on National Geographic “The Science of Interrogation.”

5 Day Course Content - Become the "Go To" Interviewer!

Participates will learn:

• 3 principle causes of false confessions and contaminated statements.
• 3 essential keys to a successful interview.
• 3 critical reasons investigators fail to accurately spot deception.
• 8 fundamentals for improving every interview.
• How to recover 60% more information from victims, witnesses & subjects.
• Master an effective narrative-based interview.
• 4 elements of an ethical, non-coercive persuasive dialogue.
• The 4 interview and interrogation strategies based on personality

Investment
$525

Register Today!
Scan Code

Register Online
www.CartersonPublicSafety.com
Email: training@cartersonpublicsafety.com Phone 1-866-401-9330
Instructor: Lieutenant Jack Cambria (retired)

Lieutenant Jack Cambria is a thirty-four year police veteran who recently retired as the New York City Police Department’s longest-standing Hostage Negotiation Team Commander from 2001 through 2015. His career took him from precinct uniform, plainclothes and supervisory patrol, to the elite Emergency Service Unit, to in-command of the esteemed Hostage Negotiation Team.

Course Overview

Law enforcement and security work can be, and often is, a physically and emotionally demanding profession. Conflict is an integral part of the daily operation within these working environments. How an officer responds to a confrontational encounter will determine either a productive or an unproductive outcome. If the outcome proves unproductive, then the potential exists for injury, an inappropriate arrest situation, use of force allegations, civilian complaints and even court sanctioned civil liability.

This training is specifically designed to share the skills that police hostage negotiators successfully utilize to defuse high-crisis/life and death street encounters. Reflecting on what negotiation experts do effectively can allow the student to apply and master these strategies to their everyday work environments, ranging from managing difficult street confrontations, containing misunderstandings, maintaining emotional intelligence, to even handling personal conflicts. The course curriculum addresses some of the following topics:

- Understanding Conflict
- Communication Approaches
- Communication Blockers
- Understanding Perceptions
- Listening verses Hearing
- Fundamentals of Negotiations
- Using Tone Appropriately
- Physiology of Emotion
- Rapport Building Strategies
- Professional Role and Voice Conflict
- Non-Verbal Communication (Body Language Awareness)
- Active Listening Skills
- Acknowledging Status/Identifying Self-Worth
- Applying Empathy Appropriately
- Legal Issues in Negotiations
- Managing Incidents Involving the Emotionally Disturbed/Mentally Ill
- Understanding One’s Natural Reaction to Confrontation
- Managing Impulsive Reactions (emotional intelligence)
- Much More

Investment

$350

Register Online

www.CartersonPublicSafety.com

Email: training@cartersonpublicsafety.com      Phone 1-866-401-9330
Instructor: Steve Chasteen

Steve has been in the fire service since 1972, serving as a volunteer firefighter and a full-time career firefighter and company officer for 27 years for the City of Bloomington, Illinois, Fire Department. He worked as a municipal fire investigator for the Bloomington Fire Department for a number of years, prior to returning to fire suppression duties on a ladder company, where he retired as a Lieutenant. Steve has also worked as a private fire investigator, working in the insurance industry conducting fire investigations for the past 34 years.

Course Overview:
This class is intended to cover the “basics” of fire investigation. It will be directed to those just getting into fire investigation. It will also serve as a “refresher” to those who may have more experience in fire investigation. This list will cover some of the topics that will be covered in this short course.

- The use of NFPA 921 and NFPA 1033
- Understanding fire behavior
- Understanding flashover
- Recognizing basic fire patterns
- Recognizing the effects of ventilation
- “Reading” the fire scene and determining the area of origin
- Accidental & Incendiary Fire Causes

This class is eligible for 16 tested hours of continuing education.

Investment
$325

Register Today!
Scan Code

Register Online
www.CartersonPublicSafety.com
Email: training@cartersonpublicsafety.com Phone 1-866-401-9330
Instructor: Tom Martin
Tom Martin began his law enforcement career in 1988 as a uniformed New York State Trooper, and began his forensic career in 1990 as a crime scene field technician. For the majority of his career, Tom was assigned to the NYSP Forensic Identification Unit in Poughkeepsie, and supervised that unit for 14 years before retiring from that position in October 2010. Tom established his private forensic training and consulting company, Crime Scene Forensics, LLC in 2006, and provides forensic training and case consultations nationwide. He continues to reconstruct crime scenes and regularly provides expert forensic testimony in various state and federal courts. Tom has investigated thousands of forensic cases; including, murder, serial and mass murders, police involved shootings, bombings and sexual assaults. He worked at ground zero at the World Trade Center disaster and assisted with the anthrax testing and removal from the New York State government offices in 2001.

Tom is a nationally recognized speaker who has instructed at numerous forensic training seminars across the United States, including the American Academy of Forensic Sciences Annual Conferences, The National Institute of Justice Annual Conferences and Technology Fairs, and the Smithsonian Institute. He is a faculty member of the National College of District Attorneys. Tom worked with the U.S. State Dept and the International Association of Chiefs of Police, (IACP) in developing and delivering training programs, involving evidence based investigations, for ranking members of the Iraqi police forces.

Course Overview:
Day One:
• Introduction to Death Scene Investigations, Homicide, Suicide, Accident
• Goals and Objectives of Homicide Investigations
• Self Inflicted Deaths

Day Two:
• The Application of Bloodstain Patterns to Death Scene Investigations
• Identification of Sharp Force Injuries
• Documenting Bloodstain Patterns
• Identifying and Classifying Bloodstains: Passive Stains, Spatter Stains, Transfer Stains
• Triaging Bloodstains - Deciding Which Bloodstains should be Submitted for Lab Testing

Day Three:
• Shooting Scene Investigations
• Ballistic Evidence
• Gunshot Wounds
• Murder is an Act

Investment
$350

Register Online
www.CartersonPublicSafety.com
Email: training@cartersonpublicsafety.com    Phone 1-866-401-9330
Instructor: Robert Collins
Robert Collins has 20 years of experience in both the Fire Service and Law Enforcement. He is also a 15 year veteran of the U.S. Coast Guard. Robert began his Coast Guard career as an Engineer and Firefighter and moved into a Law Enforcement role in both the Maritime Security and Safety divisions. He has conducted over hundreds Coast Guard boardings and safety inspections on both recreational and commercial vessels. Robert has conducted inspections on and has assisted with the installation of vessel power plant, propulsion, and auxiliary systems.

This 2.5 day course is designed to teach the investigator basic fundamentals in determining the origin and cause of fires and explosions that occur onboard vessels and adjacent structures. The students will review safety considerations, scene documentation, burn pattern analysis, and fuel and ignition sources, based on NFPA 921, NFPA 1033, & NFPA 302.

- Safety of the vessel and the investigator while conducting the investigation
- Conducting an inspection of the vessel
- Understanding vessel construction and design
- Basic vessel terminology
- Understanding vessel systems i.e. Machinery, Fuel, Electrical, and Auxiliary
- Identify common ignition sources
- Identify common fuel sources
- Cause factors
- A basic knowledge of explosions

Investment $350

Register Online
www.CartersonPublicSafety.com
Email: training@cartersonpublicsafety.com Phone 1-866-401-9330
Mastering Leadership Skills for New and First Line Supervisors

November 13-15, 2019 • Pensacola, Florida

Instructor: Steve Smith
Stephen Smith enlisted in the Marine Corps in 1981, and rose through the ranks to Captain of Marines. He earned his B.A. at San Diego State University where he also led the NROTC unit as the Midshipman Battalion Commander and was the first graduate of the SDSU NROTC Unit in 1985. He earned a meritorious promotion to the rank of Corporal and provided first line supervision at 4th Tanks in San Diego and later as an artillery officer in Okinawa. He established a Security Force at Naval Amphibious Base, Little Creek, VA where he received the Navy Achievement Medal before accepting an appointment as a Special Agent of the FBI in 1990. From 2005 to 2009 he taught Leadership topics to first line and senior police executives attending the FBI’s National Academy (FBINA) course at Quantico, while also presenting at the International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA) at Budapest, Hungary.

This 2.5 day course utilizes best practices of first line supervisors from various walks of life to prove that leadership excellence is attainable for today’s first responders in public service willing to challenge themselves to lead others from the front.

Upon course completion, participants will:
• Understand what true leadership resembles in a real-world environment.
• Gain an understanding of their own strengths and weaknesses via the DISC personality assessment, while learning to appreciate others’ unique capabilities and growth areas.
• Recognize how different generations of Americans desire to be led in the workplace.
• Appreciate the appropriate use of power in providing first line supervision in policing.
• Assess their own roles in how they intend to inspire a shared vision within their units.
• Recognize how paradigms have both aided and thwarted change initiatives throughout time and in unexpected manners.
• Learn that the concept of time management is fine as a starting point towards organizing resources, but remains the most fluid of concepts in the ever-changing and oftentimes unpredictable world of law enforcement and criminal justice.
• Leave this course with a renewed commitment to the importance of both adhering to and providing an environment dedicated to ethical leadership of ourselves, our subordinates, the communities we serve, and of our families that support us in this, one of the most demanding and rewarding of professions we in policing knowingly refer to as “The Thin Blue Line”

Investment
$350

Register Online
www.CartersonPublicSafety.com
Email: training@cartersonpublicsafety.com  Phone 1-866-401-9330
Instructor: Lisa Mayhew
With both her bachelor and master degrees in Child Development, Lisa Mayhew D-ABMDI, has served as the Child Death Investigator/Trainer for the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner since 2000 conducting investigations of child deaths statewide, and providing assistance in investigations to local, state and federal agencies. In addition, Lisa operates the Child Death Investigation Training Program in conjunction with the North Carolina Justice Academy to agencies statewide involved in the investigation of child fatalities. She provides training to local and state law enforcement agencies across the US through the Public Agency Training Council, and is the author of Child Death Investigations: Interdisciplinary Techniques from Cradle to Court available through Carolina Academic Press.

This course offers a comprehensive view into the deaths of children that law enforcement encounters both as patrol officers and investigators. The first day of the course address mechanisms and manners of death. The perspective of the material is that of the pathologist, and how they come to the final determinations of cause and death based on an overall investigation into a death. The role of law enforcement is critical in that determination. Participants will learn how crucial the local investigation into circumstances and confirmation of particular details, in conjunction with the autopsy, is to that final determination. The second day covers many of the logistical aspects of death investigation to include court issues, scene considerations, case studies, and working with outside agencies. We welcome detectives, patrol, prosecutors, medical examiners/coroners, child protection workers, and other related professionals to attend. There is a strong emphasis on interagency collaboration in this course so any disciplines directly involved in these types of cases are welcome.

Topics:
• Accidental deaths – why asphyxiation is so difficult to rule, and investigative considerations in children
• The Alphabet Soup of Infant Death Investigations
• Youth Suicides on the rise – important considerations
• Homicides – all abusive mechanisms and implications of each
• Prosecutorial issues
• Scene considerations – why child death scenes may be different
• Getting Along in the Sandbox – dealing with other agencies
• Case Studies – as many as time will allow.

Investment
$325

Register Online
www.CartersonPublicSafety.com
Email: training@cartersonpublicsafety.com    Phone 1-866-401-9330
Location:
Hilton Pensacola Beach
12 Via de Luna Drive
Pensacola Beach, Florida 32561

Room Rates start at $109/night
Book Room Here

Reserve by Phone: 1-850-916-2999
Group Code: CPS

Information about the Area
20 minutes from Pensacola International Airport
150 Yards from the Gulf of Mexico - Beachfront
https://www.visitpensacola.com/plan-your-trip/